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Mountain bikers rip up
Poly Canyon pastures,
allow animals to escape
By Kim Jarrard
s ta ff W riter

Mountain bikers blazing new trails in
Poly Canyon are eroding the soil and
damaging available forage for Cal Poly
livestock.
“ A lot of people aren’t aware of what
happens with terrain and top soil and the
possibility of erosion,” said Mike Hall,
supervisor of Cal Poly’s beef cattle unit.
People riding their bikes in Poly Canyon
are not staying on the road, but riding off
road in the hills, Hall said. It is not too bad
if only one person does it, but the problem
is many people continue to ride on the
same area, making a trail that should not
be there. If a heavy rain occurs, it will
create a ditch and wash away valuable
topsoil leaving a ravine. Hall said.
Forage will not grow where there is no
topsoil, and available feed for sheep and
beef cattle is destroyed.
“ Our whole existence depends on top
soil,” said Rob Rutherford, supervisor of
the sheep unit. “ That’s where our food
comes from, and it takes millions of years
to create,” he said. When topsoil turns to
silt, it can no longer produce food.
Hall said efforts to maximize forage on
the hills, such as rotating livestock and not
overgrazing, are hindered because of ero
sion caused by mountain bikes.
Another problem is that mountain bikers

are not closing gates, Rutherford said.
Gates are used to separate different groups
of livestock for specific purposes, he said.
Several sets of twins were born this year
that were a result of a group of ewes get
ting from one field to another because
gates were left open. The lambs’ speckled
coloring was evidence that the ewes, origi
nally turned out with a white-faced ram,
had gotten mixed in with a black-faced
ram.
Cal Poly livestock also are getting onto
private neighboring pastures and railroad
property through open gates.
“ We’ve had to get livestock off the
railroad right away five or six times this
year,” Rutherford said.
There is a chance that the area could be
closed to mountain bikes. Hall said. Al
though no signs are posted to let people
know where off-limit areas are, Rutherford
is working with Cal Poly administrators to
change that.
It is actually trespassing to be on the
road in the canyon, Rutherford said, but
“ because the university has allowed it for
so many years, it’s a non-enforceable
trespass law,” he said.
Sgt. Steve Schroeder of Public Safety
said although some trespassing signs are
posted in the area, it is difficult to enforce
them on so many acres of property.
Measures such as putting locks on gates
Sec EROSION, page 5

Alleged rapist enters plea
o f not guilty; held in jail
in lieu o f $100,000 bail
By JuoB Foster

sun Writer

An I8-year-old man accused
of raping a Cal Poly student
last week as she jogged
through Prefumo Canyon was
arraigned Wednesday morning.
Carl Reed Ooff, 18, pleaded
not guilty to the chaiirs of
rape. He is being held at Coun
ty Jail on $100,000 bail.
According to police officials,
the 21-year old victim had been
jogging along Prefumo Canyon
Road, when she passed Ooff
and two other men drinking
along the side of the road.
Detective Robin Weckerly of
the county Sheriffs Depart
ment said the incident ap
peared to be happenstance.

“ The assailant wasn’t lying
in wait,” Weckerly said. The
victim told police that she of
ten ran in the same area but at
different times.
“ It was a matter of being in
the wrong place at the wrong
time,” Weckerly said.
Goff allegedly used a knife to
force the victim down to the
creek bed, Weckerly said. The
other two men didn't seem to
take part, she said, but they
didn’t hdp the victim either.
After the attack, the three
men drove off and the victim
ran to a nearby house and call
ed the Sheriffs Department.
Goff will return to court Feb.
28 for a pre-preliminary hear
ing with the preliminary hear
ing scheduled for March I.

Crying over
spilt oil...
Reporter Heather
Dowling examines a few
proposals that would
ensure a quicker cleanup
should any more oil
spills occur.

TIM KESSELRINQ/Muslang Dally

As the popularity of mountain biking in Poly Canyon Incraaaoa, the valuable
topaoll will erode, deatroying prime grazing land for Poly livestock.

Film accuses Bush of putting PR
before people in Panama invasion
Also blames media fo r failing to ask
about legality o f military operation
By David Holbrook
S ta ff W rita r

The legal and moral basis of
the United States’ invasion of
Panama was questioned in a
video displayed at the Unitarian
Universalists Fellowship as part
of the Tuesday Night Public
Awareness Forum.
The video, simply called “ Op
position to the Panama Attack” ,
was produced by the National
Rainbow Coalition in an effort to
provide the public with alter
native views of the December in
vasion. It emphasized that the
nationwide approval of the
military action is due to Ameri
can ingorance of the effects of
the invasion on the Panamanian

people and the public’s accep
tance of the deceptive premises
for the invasion given by the
Bush administration.
“ Public opinion operates on the
information that is available,”
said Jack O’Dell, international
affairs director for the Rainbow
Coalition. “ If people are given
the right information, they will
come down on the side of peace.
They were not given the right in
formation about Panama.”
Waldaba Stewart, chairman of
the
P an am an ian
P o litical
Organization, a U.S.-based group
representing the 90 percent of
Panama’s population that in
cludes blacks, Indians and
mestizos, said the invasion in
flicted $2 billion of damage on

Constructive
competition...
Five Poly construction
management students
went to Las Vegas for a
competition and won
$1,000 and a trophy.

the nation's economy. U.S. sanc
tions before the invasion cost the
economy S3 billion. Stewart said
the United States must question
its values when it places such
hardships on an entire nation in
order to capture one man.
“ National morality is as im
portant as personal morality,” he
said. “ What does this invasion
say about the national morality
of the United States?”
Retired Navy Admiral Eugene
Carrol, deputy director of the
Center for Defense Information,
stressed that the four premises
for the invasion given by Presi
dent Bush all have flaws in either
fact, logic or law.
Bush said the first reason for
the invasion was to protect
American lives. But up until the
invasion, Carrol noted, only one
U.S. soldier had been killed —
after he drove through a
Panamanian
Defense Forces
See PANAMA, page 3

Freedom
from choice?
An A&E special report
on rock music
and censorship.
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Second Opinion

German unity may be endorsed
East and West Germany are hurtling toward political
reunification, propelled by the once rigorously Stalinist state’s
increasingly rapid economic decline. The unsealing of the border,
rather than easing concerns of East Germans about their future,
has encouraged many to flee their onerous present.
As a result. East Germany is being bled of its skilled labor
force and its ability to meet basic economic needs. On March 18,
East Germans will vote freely for the first time in 57 years.
Reunification talks are likely to start almost immediately after.
That momentous event is coming sooner than anyone had ex
pected and certainly sooner than anyone had prepared for.
Over the weekend, the West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl
announced that Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev had told
him Moscow accepts the inevitability of German self-determina
tion and, moreover, won’t insist that a reunified Germany be a
neutral Germany. This led to Western speculation that Gor
bachev would even tolerate a unified Germany remaining within
NATO. East German officials say Gorbachev told them that
simply isn’t so. An example of wishful thinking in the West or of
mixed signals from Gorbachev? For now, it isn’t clear.
American policy is still evolving. President Bush, at his news
conference Monday, said a united Germany that remained in
NATO would be “ reassuring and stabilizing.’’ Reassuring to
whom? Mainly — and in a seeming paradox — to the Soviet
Union, which lost 20 million dead in its war with Nazi Germany
and to some of the Eastern European countries that suffered
proportionately under brutal German occupation.
The West Germany of 1990, with its well-rooted democracy,
bears scant resemblance to Hitler’s Germany and there’s no
reason to think things would change after reunification.
But while the world has evolved, memories remain frozen.
Europe — and not Eastern Europe only — cannot entirely free
itself of unease at the prospect of a powerful reunified Germany.
A Germany that remained part of a larger NATO alliance
would help calm a lot of apprehensions. So would a Germany
whose unity had been internationally endorsed. That prospect is
possible when the 35-nation Conference on European Security
and Cooperation — which includes the United States and Canada
— meets later this year. But international blessings for a reunited
Germany aren’t likely to be given automatically.
Certain fundamental issues, including acceptance of Germany’s
eastern borders and the security arrangements the country
makes, still must be unequivocally resolved. Fortunately, West
Germany’s leaders, while insisting on the fundamental right of
self-determination, have recognized the international stake in
German reunification. The world should hold them to that pledge.
— Excerpted from the Los Angeles Times, Feb. 13.

OPINION POLICY
Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Mustang
Daily editorial board. Signed columns and commentaries express
the views of their authors and are not necessarily representative
of the editorial board’s majority opinion.

Legislate to prevent oil spills
Oil spill after oil spill — when
are we going to learn? Hundreds
of wildlife animals are being kill
ed and beaches destroyed by
spills that could have been
prevented. Action needs to be
taken to stop these spills before
they occur.
One way to prevent spills is by
requiring oil tankers to have
double hulls. This has been pro
posed by Assemblyman Ted
Lempert (D-San Mateo).
His proposal also would impose
a 50-cent fee on each barrel of oil
shipped to California. This fee
would establish a $500 million oil response fund.
The proposal would levy a SlO-per-gallon fine for
any oil spills and a $30-per-gallon fíne for spills
caused by willfull misconduct or negligence.
A law like this would help clean up our oceans
and save wildlife by preventing oil spills before
they occur.
First there was the Exxon Valdez disaster, which
blackened Alaska’s Prince William Sound last
March. Now there is the Huntington Beach spill in
which an estimated 250,000 gallons of oil spilled
into the Pacific after the oil tanker American
Trader apparently hit its own anchor, opening a
hole in its hull.
The lack of the right equipment and possible
poor judgment delayed the sort of action that is so
critical immediately following a spill. When the
boom that was supposed to contain the oil was fi
nally denloyed around the tanker, it was virtually

useless. By late Sunday, more
than 130,000 gallons of oil still
remained in the ocean.
If Lempert’s proposal had been
passed prior to this spill, it would
never have happened because the
tanker would have had a double
hull. The anchor probably would
not have gone through both
hulls.
"If the American Trader had
had a double bottom or hull, this
accident wouldn’t have spilled
any oil; it wouldn’t have made a
blip in the news,’’ said Arthur
McKenzie, president of the
Tanker Advisory Center in New York.
If we want to save wildlife and beaches in the
future, we need to pass this proposal now.
We need to place the emphasis on prevention,
not cleanup. Oil spill cleanup technology — which
essentially means the use of floating booms to
contain the oil, skimmers to pick it up and chemi
cal dispersants to break it up before it reaches
shore — has proven ineffective in even moderate
wind and sea conditions.
Maybe oil tankers need to be re-routed so they
can’t get close enough to shore to damage beaches
and kill shore-dwelling wildlife.
Or maybe oil tankers need to carry special
equipment to clean up their spills at the time they
occur.
But Lempert’s proposal would be a start in oil
spill prevention. Then hopefully oil spills would not
be much of a problem in the future.

Letters to the Editor
Reader criticizes
column on Reagan
Editor — Welcome to the
lifestyles of the silly and danger
ously content, co-hosted by Mat
Higbee (Feb. 7 commentary) and
Mustang Daily. In this program
we learn about many groovy
things.
One of these is the energy
crisis — it’s over. Yes, forget
about our nation’s complete
dependence on ever-scarcer,
non-renewable engergy sources.
Forget about the “ expanding
economy’’ that converts more
and more natural resources into
important consumer goods like
m tc ro w a v e
la s a g n a
or
refrigerator magnets.
And while you are at it try to
forget that although we are 6
percent of the world’s popula
tion, we consume 33 percent of
its energy production.
Instead, close your eyes, click
your heels together three times,
and repeat, “ The energy crisis is
over; the energy crisis is over ...
If all this fails, then how about

a vacation? No, not to Hawaii ...
to Central America. Sure it was a
“ one-time trouble spot,” but with
the “ winds of freedom and
democracy’’ recently victory
dancing all over the planet, it
shouldn’t be too long before
Denny’s and Hyatt set up shop
down there.
If you go by plane, however,
watch the horizon. The rising
ashes of failed communism could
plug the engines and send you
down over an unsuspecting Cen
tral American country. And any
more deaths down there, civilian
or military, would be sad.
Chip Beck
Mechanical Engineering

Domestic violence
issue is ‘complex’
F.ditor — I attended the Monday
morning talk on domestic vio
lence by Lenore Walker, the
keynote speaker in the Women’s
Week program.
What 1 found, in addition to a
perfunctorily disguised animosi
ty toward men, was a steadfastly

doctrinaire and rigidly stereo
typed approach to a complex
human problem.
In particular. Walker refused
to candidly address the issues of
adult male victims of abusive
domestic violence and of female
abusers.
She preemptively dismissed
male victims as “ impossible to
find,” but she neither mentioned,
criticized or nor refuted the wide
ly published studies of her fellow
re se a rc h e r,
Suzanne
K.
Steinmetz, which show that male
victims of domestic violence are
nearly as common as females at
all levels of severity of injury.
One suspects that the ex
istence of male victims and
female abusers isn’t confirmed
by what Walker referred to as
“ political gender analysis.’’
It is disappointing to sec
dependence on
stereotypical
perceptions of men and women
causing even those most con
cerned with violence in our socie
ty to place political priorities
above humanitarian concerns.
Robert Dennis
Aeronautical Engineering
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PANAMA

From left, team members Bill Ortega, Mario Dutra, faculty adviser Hal Johnston, team members Chip Doyle,
James Fitzgerald, Derek Krider, Joseph Garrón of Tishman Con struction Corp. and team logistical
assistant Rick DeLuna.

Poly construction management
students win Vegas competition
By Tara Murphy
Staff Writer

Five Cal Poly construction
management students had a real
hands- on experience in Las
Vegas recently. And in the pro
cess, they picked up $1,000 and a
first place trophy.
Cal Poly teams placed first in
the commercial building division
and second in the residential
development division at the
Third
Annual
Construction
Management Competition for
college students. The contest was
held Jan. 13 and 14 at the Gold
Coast Hotel in Las Vegas.

Students in the contest were
given a set of drawings and
specifications at 8:30 a.m.
Saturday. They had 24 hours to
devise a written proposal and an
oral presentation for a threestory office building. The next
morning each team of five pres
ented its building plan to in
dustry judges. The plans includ
ed cost, schedule for construc
tion, management organization
and cash flow.
Cal Poly has won the commer
cial building division every year
since the competition started.
The members of the building
team — Chip Doyle, Mario

Dutra, James Fitzgerald, Derek
Krider, Bill Ortega and logistical
assistant Rick DeLuna — were
all competing in the contest for
the first time.
“ It got a little hectic,” said
Doyle, who was project manager.
“ Around four o’clock in the
morning we a” started yelling at
each other.”
Jim Rodger, head of the con
struction management depart
ment, said all the students who
participated should be proud.
“ It’s a high pressure situation,”
said Rodger. “ You have 24 hours
to come up with a proposal, then
See CONSTRUCTION, page 4

From page 1
roadblock. Because of the inva
sion, however, 23 Americans lost
their lives.
Carrol said the second reason
for the invasion, the restoration
of democracy in Panama, was
“ ridiculous because democracy
has never existed in Panama.
What we are doing is trying to
restore a pro-U.S. government.”
Lastly, Carrol emphasized that
the Panama Canal was “ never in
jeopardy,” and that the United
States had no legal basis to ap
prehend Noriega without going
through formal indictment pro
cedures with Panama.
“ We invaded Panama because
the thug we hired (as a CIA in
formant in the 1970s) turned on
the United States,” said Carrol.
“ We could no longer manipulate
him.”
Larry Birns, director of the
Council on Hemispheric Affairs,
said that the reasons behind the
invasion follow a “ script that is
being ominously repeated” from
the Reagan administration’s in
vasion of Grenada and bombing
of Libya.
Birns alleged that, like the
Reagan White House, Bush
decided to take military action
because of domestic reasons —

particularly the failure of his
administration to support the
attempted Oct. 3 coup led by
dissident PDF officers and the
lingering
“ wimp factor” from
the 1988 presidential campaign.
“ Mr. Bush is confusing the
public relations of the White
House with the national security
of the United States,” said Birns.
“ The U.S. has to learn to deny
itself the urge to flex its muscles.
The ends do not justify the
means.”
The video blamed the press for
failing to question the legality of
the military operation and for
presenting images that wrongly
implied the invasion was greeted
w ith e n th u s ia s m
by
th e
Panamanian people.
Waldaba said that only the
econom ically privileged
in
Panama support the U.S. in
tervention.
“ I did not notice one ill-dressed
or non-white person dancing in
the street,” he said. “ An occupy
ing force can always find col
laborators. It is the same as
Chile,” he added, referring to the
1973 U.S.-backed military coup
that ousted Chile’s democratica
lly-elected president. '
Public Affairs Forums are held
every Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m.
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Professors: Boys get better education than girls
B y Patty H ay e s
S ta tt W riter

Though public schools have
made great strides in providing
equal education for both sexes,
girls still seem to be at a slight
disadvantage.
In a Women’s Week pres
entation Tuesday, psychology
and human development pro
fessors Laura Freberg and
Margaret Berrio posed the ques
tion, “ Is Jill still tumbling
after?”
The answer, unfortunately, is
“ yes,” they said.
The “ patriarchal and hierar
chical school system,” and our
“ sexist
e n v iro n m e n t”
are

reasons for this inequality, said
Berrio, who has taught elemen
tary school in the past.
Public schools are a system
“ where men rule women and
women rule children,” she said.
According to Berrio, while 84
percent of elementary school
teachers are women, 99 percent
of school superintendents and 97
percent of high school principals
are men. These statistics “ give a
message to kids,” she said.
Freberg said that, in school,
the “ initial advantage is for
girls,” but in the long run boys
receive a better education.
“ The lower the grade level, the
more females we have teaching,”
Freberg said. Thus, she said.

elementary school is femaleoriented, and girls tend to fit in
easily.
Boys, on the other hand, are
more active and aggressive. This
activity elicits much response on
the part of women teachers, in
cluding punishment and correc
tion, as well as reinforcement and
instruction, Freberg said.
Since girls tend to be quieter,
more compliant and less ag
gressive than boys, they are less
of a problem in the classroom
and therefore receive less atten
tion, the professors agreed.
Teachers often tend to treat
boys and girls differently when
giving praise or criticisms,
Freberg said.

Cal Poly competed against 13
schools in the contest, including
Chico State, Cal Poly Pomona,
Oregon State and Brigham
Young University in Utah. Al
though not all the schools com
peted in all three divisions, all
were represented in the commer
cial building division.
“ The number of students par
ticipating has increased nearly
50 percent every year” since the
competition started, said Rodger,

This leads to an inequality at
the junior high level, she said.

R ESERYE

CONSTRUCTION
From page 3
you have to stand up in front of
people from the industry and
present and defend it.”

When boys are praised, it is of
ten
for “ intellectual com
petence,” Freberg said. Girls are
praised for neatness, correct
handwriting and conformity, she
said.
“ It is a major, major difference
with a lot of implications,”
Freberg said.
Berrio said that boys are natu
rally somewhat better in spatial
reasoning, while girls are better
in language skills. In the
classroom boys are often tayght
remedial reading to improve their
weaknesses. Girls, unfortunately,
are often not assisted with
spatial reasoning, she said.

who also acts as the event’s
creator and coordinator. He said
the competition, which now at
tracts schools from all over the
western U.S., will be national in
the near future. More than 170
U.S. universities offer construc
tion-related majors.
The first-place commercial
building team received $1,000,
and the second place residential
development team won $500,
Cal Poly also participated in the
contest’s heavy/ civil construc
tion division.
Team member Ortega said his
team was surprised to win.

“ People told us we did better
than the Pomona team, and when
they came in second we got really
excited,” he said,
Rodger said next year’s team
will be under more pressure.
“ The first year it was great, the
second year it was a fluke, and
the third year, you’re starting to
set up a tradition,” said Rodeer.
The event was sponsored by
Tishman Costruction, Granite
Construction Company of Wat
sonville, The Morley Group of
Los Angeles and the Associated
Schools of Construction.

OF f l C E R S *

Berrio said that changes are
being made to promote equality.
Students now read non-sexist
textbooks with positive role
models for boys and girls due to
pressure put on publishers by the
N atio n al O rg a n iz atio n
for
Women, she said.
According to the Education
Amendment of 1972, the public
sc h o o l
sy ste m
cannot
discriminate on the basis of sex,
Berrio said.
Teachers should treat students
individually and teach to their
strengths, Freberg said.
Awareness is a step in solving
the problem, the professors
agreed, and teachers are beginn
ing to change some stereotypical
attitudes.

TRAI NI NG
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START YOUR C U M B
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply for Army ROTC summer leadership
training. You’ll develop confidence and decis
iveness essential for success. And you'll quali
fy to earn officer credentials while completing
college.
For an adventure in leadership, con
tact MAJ Margaret Christensen, Dexter,
Room 132 or caU ‘SLO-ROTC’ (756-7682).

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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LOS ANGELES
□ Motley Cme, Feb. 15, Long Beach Arena.
□ The Sugar Cubes, Feb. 16, Hollywood Palladium.
□ Tower of Power, Feb. 16, Coach House (San Juan
Capistrano).
□ The Paladins, Feb. 16, The Palomino (N.
Hollywood).
□ The Smithereens with Graham Parker, Feb. 16,
Universal Amphitheatre.
□ Soundgarden with Voivod, Feb. 17, Country Club
(Reseda); Feb. 18, Jezebels (Santa Ana).
□ The Dickies, Feb. 18, Coconut Teaszer (Hollywood).
□ The Hooters, Feb. 19, The Roxy (S.F.); Feb. 24 A
25, Coach House.
□ Young Fresh Fellows, Feb. 20, Bogart’s (Long
Beach); Feb. 22, The Roxy (Los Angeles).
n Warrant, Feb. 20, Santa Monica Civic.
□ N.R.B.Q., Feb. 22, Coach House.
□ Tears for Fears, Feb. 22, Great Western Forum.
□ Dr. John, Feb. 22, The Strand (Long Beach),
n Bo DIddley, Feb. 22, The Palace (Hollywood).
J John Doe, Feb. 22, Bogart’s; Mar. 1, The Roxy.
Miles Davis, Feb. 23, Coach House; Feb. 26 A 28,
The Strand.
Gallagher, Feb. 23 A 24, Celebrity Theatre
(Anaheim).
□ The Roy Orbison Concert Tribute, including David
Crosby, T. Bone Burnett, Johnny Cash, F.mmylou
Harris, B.B. King, k.d. lang, Iggy Pop, Bonnie Raitt,
Michelle Shocked, Ricky Skaggs, Stray Cats, Pete
See CALENDAR. AAE page 4
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• Bass/Ticketmasler
— Bay Area, (415) 762-2277.
— Los Angeles, (213) 480-3232.

BAY AREA
□ N.R.B.Q. with Syd Straw, Feb. 13, 333 Slim’s (San
Francisco).
□ Cowboy Junkies, Feb. IS, The Catalyst (Santa
Cruz); with Michael Penn, Feb. 16, Great American
Music Hall (S.F.).
□ Hooters, Feb. 15, George’s (San Rafael); Feb. 18,
333 Slim’s.
□ Gallagher, Feb. IS & 16, Circle Star Center (San
Carlos).
□ Motley Crue, Feb. 16 & 17, Oakland Coliseum.
n Young Fresh Fellows, Feb. 16, I-Beam (S.F.); Feb.
18, Club Oasis (San Jose); Feb. 19, Omni (Oakland).
□ Mighty Lemon Drops, Feb. 17, The Warfield (S.F.);
Feb. 25, The Catalyst.
I I The Sugar C ub«, Feb. 18, The Warfield.
□ Laurie Anderson, Feb. 18, War Memorial Opera
House (S.F.).
□ Social Distortion, Feb. 17, NightBreak (S.F.); Feb.
18, The Catalyst.
n Soundgarden with Voivod, Feb. 19, The Stone (S.F.)
□ I.M.P., Feb. 21, DNA Lounge (S.F.).
□ Sarah Vaughan, Feb. 21-25, Yoshi’s (Oakland).
□ Harry Dean Stanton, Feb. 22, 333 Slim’s.
□ Dr. John, Feb. 23 & 24, 333 Slim’s.
□ Y&T, Feb. 23 & 24, The Stone.
□ Tears for Fears, Feb. 24, Cow Palace.
□ Great White, Feb, 24, The Warfield.
□ Grateful Dead, Feb. 25-27, Oakland Coliseum.
□ Bobby McFerrin, Feb. 27, Herbst Theatre (S.F.).
□ Wild Bi>yz, Feb. 28, DNA Lounge.
□ Jerry Garcia Band, Mar. 1 & 2, The Warfield.
□ Michael Penn, Mar. 2, 333 Slim’s.
□ the The, Mar. 3, The Warfield.
□ Miles Davis, Mar. 4, Paramount Theatre (Oakland).
□ Tom Petty A The Heartbreakers with Lenny
Kravitz, Mar. 6, Oakland Coliseum.
□ Erasure, Mar. 7, S.F. Civic.
□ Aerosnith, Mar. 9& 10, Cow Palace.
□ Todd Rnndgren, Mar. 9 A 10, The Warfield.
□ Peter Mnrphy, Mar. 12. The Warfield.
□ B.B. lUng, Mar. 23 A 24, Circle Star Center.
□ The Creatnres. Mar. 27, The Warfield.
□ PanI McCartney, Mar. 31. UC Berkeley Memorial
Coliseum.
□ Alice Cooper, Apr. 6, The Warfield.
□ Billy Joel, Apr. 13, Oakland Coliseum.
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For more information, call the following numbers:
• Ticketron
— San Luis Obispo, Gottschalk’s (Central Coast Plaza).
— Bay Area. (415)392-7469.

SANTA BARBARA/VENTURA
□ The Hooters, Feb. 23, Ventura Theatre.
□ Michael Penn, Feb. 23, Carnaval (Santa Barbara).
□ Great White, Feb. 26, Arlington Theatre (S.B.).
□ John Doe. Feb. 28, Carnaval.
□ Mary’s Danish, Mar. 2, Ventura Theatre.
□ George Winston, Mar. 3, Arlington Theatre.
□ Frasure, Mar. 9, Events Center (UCSB).
□ Spyro Gyra, Apr. 5, Ventura Theatre.
n Chick Corea Elektric Band, Apr. 14, Ventura
Theatre.
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SPECIAL

REPORT

Censor ship... or regulation?
Is rock and roll bringing civilization to its knees
BY J E F F
nknown to many, there’s a war going
on.
It’s a war being fought for the hearts
and minds of the youth of America, be
tween those who claim to love rock
music and those who claim to love God.
It’s being fought by those who say the
First Amendment and freedom
of expression are in
danger, and those who say decency and freedom from
corrupting influences are equally in danger. It’s a war
between those who say personal responsibility should be
the only control on freedom of speech, and those who say
things have already gone too far and only governmental
regulation can correct the situation.
The war is over censorship — or regulation, as its pro
ponents call it — of rock music. It’s a war that dates
back to Elvis and the beginning of rock, but the last few
years have seen new confrontations. Among the recent
battles:
•In Georgia, five nationally-known artists, ranging
from Bobby Brown to Gene Simmons of Kiss, were ar
rested onstage for giving “ suggestive” performances.
•In the fall of 1988, Congress unanimously passed the
Child Protection and Enforcement Act, which gives the
federal government the power to arrest anyone con
nected with selling or promoting an “ obscene” album,
despite its lack of a clear definition of obscenity.
•In Alabama, a record store owner was arrested for
selling a rap cassette to an adult undercover policeman
and was convicted of selling obscene material.
•The 70-store Nashville-based Sound Shop record
store chain requires record buyers to show ID proving
they are over 18, while the Omaha-based Pamida chain
carry signs saying that they will quit selling any record
if even one customer finds it offensive.
•The rap group N.W.A. has been targeted by police
groups for its anti-police stance and has had shows in at
least six cities canceled or jeopardized by police
pressure.
•The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is
aggressively fining radio stations for “ offensive” pro
gramming.
This “ war” pits religious groups and certain
legislators on one side against the music industrv and
free speech advocates on the other. One group that ad-
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vocates restriction. Focus on the Family, encourages
parents to monitor their children’s music purchases and
to lobby city councils regarding “ restricting entertain
ment that encourages drug use, sexual promiscuity,
suicide and murder.” Robert DeMoss of the group told
the Los Angeles Times that he is upset that his group is
portrayed as against free speech.
“ If a person within this culture raises their hand and
says ‘I think we’ve got a problem here,’ they are im
mediately labeled a censor,” DeMoss said
Trish Heimers, of the Recording Industry Association
of America (RIAA), which represents the major record
companies, told the Times that her group will fight what
they see as attacks on freedom of speech.
“ Our country was built on very basic human freedoms
and there is no place in America for censorship.”
ITeimers said.
While government restrictions on rock have been con
sidered almost since the birth of the music itself, it
didn’t become a major issue until 1983 with the creation
of the Parent’s Music Resource Center (PMRC). Founded
by a group of wives of legislators and headed by Tipper
Gore, the wife of Democratic senator from Tennessee
and presidential candidate Albert Gore, the group used
its influence in Washington to draw attention to what it
saw as the “ evil” influence of certain rock lyrics, videos
and album covers. Claiming it was not a censorship
group, the PMRC sought to get record companies to put
warning stickers on any album that had explicit lyrics
about sex, drug and alcohol use, violence and the occult.
The PMRC claimed it sought voluntary compliance by
the record industry and not legislation, but when met
with indifférance by that industry, were able to schedule
a hearing on “ porn rock” before a Senate committee. The
highly publicized hearings not only brought to public
attention many objectionable and not-so-objectionable
lyrics — many by obscure groups — but also a rock
backlash. While outspoken musicians such as Frank
Zappa and Dee Snider of Twisted Sister blasted what
they saw as potential threats to free speech, other less
likely advocates such as Donny Osmond and John Den
ver decried what they saw as Nazi-like tactics. Finally
scared into action, the RIAA proposed its own less ex
p lic it
“ P a r e n ta l
G u id a n c e ’ ’ la b e ls ,
and
See CENSORSHIP. A&F. page 2
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CENSORSHIP
From A&F: pat(C 1
despite complaints from the
PMRC that the measure was not
strong enough, the issue even
tually died down.
Now many state legislators,
dissatisfied with the current sit
uation, have sought to toughen
laws. Pennsylvania’s state senate
has become the most recent bat
tleground, as record industry
groups are lobbying heavily to
stop a bill that passed the state
House of Representatives that
would make stickers mandatory.
The law would require manufac
turers to place a large fluorescent
yellow warning label on ap
propriate LPs, cassettes and
compact discs containing a list of
objectionable subjects that may
be included in the lyrics. The bill
would prevent retailers from sell
ing records without the label,
unless they want to pay up to
$300 in fines and serve 90 days
in jail, althbugh no group is des
ignated to determine what is or
is not objectionable.
Pennsylvania State Rep. Ron
Gamble, the sponsor of the bill,
told the Times his bill came out
of rock lyrics that came to his
attention.
“ These lyrics are so profane
they can’t be said on television or
printed in a newspaper,’’ Gamble
said. “ I don’t believe records of
this type should be allowed to be
sold in stores without any
restrictions.’’

1 Mustang Drive
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Some blame renewed interest
in stickering on a lax and ir
regular policy by record com
panies toward their agreement
with the PMRC. According to
PMRC figures, only 49 of some
7,500 albums released during the
last three years were stickcred,
while they say at least 72 more
should have been.
The American Civil Liberties
Union is lobbying
heavily
against such laws that arc being
proposed in 12 states. Ramona
Ripston, executive director of the
Los Angeles chapter, told the
Times that the ACLU is
prepared to initiate a lawsuit in
any state where a rock lyric law
is passed.
“ Rock ’n’ roll is an art form
just like literature,” Ripston
said. “ Nobody would dare sug
gest labeling classic books which
deal with controversial subjects.
Not only is this kind of legisla
tion unconstitutional, but it also
usurps parental authority.”
In San Luis Obispo County,
the war has taken on a much
more personal nature. Here the
fight takes place within the con
sciences of those in charge of
selling or playing rock music,
and it has become a battle of
balancing freedom of expression
against responsibility to the
community.
Record stores in particular are
places where the battle over what
is acceptable is fought on a local
level. Todd Young, assistant
manager at Boo Boo’s Records in
San Luis Obispo, said his store
only gets occasional complaints
about records, always on an in
dividual basis. He said that in
the five years he’s worked there,
there has been no organized
pressure to prevent the sale of
certain records.
Young said that the store has
no specific policy concerning
contoversial albums, leaving it to
its clerks’ discretion. He noted,
though, that younger kids will
often be warned to consider their
parents’ reaction before buying
such albums and that full re
funds are given only on opened
albums if parents were unaware
of their content. Young said that

You ’re not doing the public a service
if you (offend). There’s a point where
the radio is an invited guest, another
where you ’re intruding. Where do
you draw the line ?
G U Y RA THBUN,
program director at KCBX radio
albums with possibly offensive
covers are accessible in the racks,
but not put out in displays.
“ We’re going to sell it, but we
don’t want to shove it in people’s
faces,” he said.
Young noted that the current
warning labels seem to help
buyers screen albums, but with
an unexpected side effect. Young
said parents do notice the
stickers, but kids do, too — some
even asking specifically for “ the
dirty one.” But he said they
don’t offer absolute protection.
“ It’s like buying a book,” he
said, “ You take a chance.”
Bob O’Brien, manager of Big
M u s ic
Records in San Luis
Obispo, noted that complaints
seem to come in waves of concern
about particular styles. He said
that a few years ago most com
plaints centered on such heavy
m etal p erfo rm ers as Ozzy
Osborne and AC/DC , while
recently rap groups such as
N.W.A. and 2 Live Crew have
been a concern. O’Brien said he
tries to advise parents if he
thinks they are unaware of an
album’s content.
“ Personally I don’t think it’s a
problem,” he said. “ I don’t see
myself as a watchdog. I figure,
what the heck, it’s just words.”
O’Brien said he only refuses to
carry an album if it’s in really
bad taste, citing as examples the
white supremacist punk group
Skrewdriver and an obscure
album recorded by Charles Manson. As for the PMRC, he feels
its time has passed.
“ They seem to have fallen off
the face of the earth,” he said. “ 1
think they’re pretty much wash
ed up as a force.”
Barbara Sims, manager of
S m all T ow n
R e c o rd s in
Atascadero, says she uses her
own judgment in deciding what
to sell. She says she has refused
to sell certain albums to young
unsupervised kids and has
steered some parents away from
those records if they’re not aware
of content. She said she has sent
back records she finds too
vulgar, such as Sex in the Hood,
a rap album.
“ It's my prerogative to do
that,” Sims said.
Sims noted that Atascadero
has a chapter of the American
Family Association, a decency
pressure group, but (hat she
hasn’t heard anything from
them. She said the somewhat
conservative approach to con
troversial material might have
something to do with that. (A
member of American Family
Association was unavailable at
press time.)
“ I want to keep my name de
cent in town,” Sims said. She
said that she likes the feeling
that mothers can send their kids
record shopping at her store and
not worry.
Radio stations also serve as
local conduits for potentially of
fensive material, and local pro
gram directors seem to feel the
weight of responsibility in their
roles.
Randy Rose, program director
of KPGA, said that he decides
what his station will play on a
song-by-song basis. He noted
that he tries to avoid the “ seven
dirty words” that the FCC ob
jects to, along with “ blatant”
drug references. Rose said that
his station plays mainstream

rock, which makes the music
pre-screened in a sense.
“ If it’s obscure or off-the-wall,
we don’t play it anyway,” Rose
said. “ Most of our songs are al
ready nationally accepted.”
Rose said that his station’s
audience has a big percentage of
baby boomers, a group that tried
to push the threshhold of what’s
acceptable. But he feels that
they’ve softened, and that what
was unacceptable in their youth
is much different from what is
unacceptable today.
“ They’ve toned down,” Rose
said. “ They have families now.”
KCPR, Cal Poly’s radio sta
tion, classified as a “ alternative
rock” format, has a policy not to
play songs
“ with
blatant,
obscene lyrics,” said Dave Garrido, general manager of KCPR.
Guy Rathbun, program direc
tor at KCBX, noted that al
though his station doesn’t play
rock music, he still has to be
concerned with offensive pro
gram content. He said that he
chose to air a reading of a short
story called “ In the Beginning”
that contained “ vulgarities” and
sexual innuendo even though he
knew h e’d get com plaints
because he believed in its artistic
value. He said that for every
three complaints he gets, pro
bably 30 people feel the same
way but won’t call in. His goal,
though, is to try not to offend
anyone.
“ You’re not doing the public a
service if you do,” he said,
“ There’s a point where the radio
is an invited guest, another
where you’re intruding. Where do
you draw the line between
respect and disrespect?”
Chris Ruh of KZOZ typifies the
problem of most of those involv
ed, saying he “ vehemently” be
lieves in the First Amendment
but wants to be responsible to
the community.
“ What words are good, and
what words are bad?” asked
Ruh. “ The parameters change
from day to day.”
Ruh said that he tries to keep
his station's standards in line
with that of San Luis Obispo
County, which he feels might be
more conservative than a larger
metropolitan area. He feels that
kids can watch things on video
that are more "scandalous” than
that on records. Ruh also resists
the idea that the rating system
established for movies is ap
plicable to records.
“ Records are a broader experi
ence,” he said.
Ruh believes in self-censorship
but not nationally imposed cen
sorship.
“ You can’t have semi-free
speech,” he said. “ I think the
PMRC is a dangerous organiza
tion. I think they have made
themselves dangerous by their
being militant.”
Ruh said he feels that a need to
be responsible about objec
tio n a b le m ateria l is good
business sense for his station but
is also good for the community.
“ I think it’s healthy to be
aware of it,” he said, “ because
too much just desensitizes people
to it.”
But, as most others involved,
Ruh sees no easy answers.
“ Where is the line and what
constitutes crossing it?” Ruh
said. "There’s no real answer to
what is obscene.”
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‘Roger & M e’: GM meets
David Letterman’s double
By Jay Garner

Eubanks who don’t understand
what is happening to the city.
Boone actually recommends the
laid-off auto workers turn to sell
man such as ing Amway products. Eubanks
Michael Moore
believes bringing the “ Newlywed
— who possesses Game” to Flint will help boost
the sarcastic wit the morale of the city. Eubanks
of David Let- is in such a good mood that he
terman and the makes a fool of himself, cracking
relentlessness of an extremely racist joke.
Mike Wallace — can do a lot of
The funniest scenes come when
damage to a corporation’s image.
Moore tries to track down Smith.
Just ask Roger Smith, chair On his first attempt, Moore
man of General Motors.
enters GM’s headquarters in
Detroit. As Moore approaches
On second thought, forget
that.
the elevator with his camera
In his documentary Roger & crew, a security guard stops him.
Me, Moore tries for more than The guard demands to see
three years to talk to the elusive Moore’s business card. Moore, of
Smith. His mission: To convince course, doesn’t have one, so he
Smith to spend a day with him in hands the guard his discount
Flint, Mich., so he can see the ef pass to Chuck E. Cheese’s Pizza
fect his closing of GM plants had Time Theatre.
After several humorous at
on the city. Moore never suc
ceeds.
tempts to contact Smith, Moore
Moore grew up in Flint and finally catches up with him while
was the first male in three he’s giving a Christmas speech to
generations of his family who company employees. During the
speech, in the film’s most moving
didn’t work in a GM plant.
“ I was a strange child,” he ex moment, Moore flashes back to a
plains in the beginning of the family in Flint being evicted
movie. “ I crawled backwards un from its home. As Smith is
rambling on about the warmth
til I was two.”
What Moore can’t show Smith, and joy of C h ristm a s, a
he shows the audience. Mas policeman is throwing out the
querading as a television reporter evicted family’s Christmas tree.
Roger & Me is closer to a
from Toledo — he says he has no
idea what a television reporter com m entary piece t han a
from Toledo looks like, but it documentary. Moore’s goal is to
worked — he films what remains expose the cruelty of GM’s bot
tom-line approach to business
of his hometown.
Moore follows a deputy sheriff and the insensitivity of anyone
around as he evicts unemployed who doesn’t understand or sym
auto workers from their homes. pathize with Flint’s plight. He
He films all the closed stores in succeeds marvelously.
The movie will make you
the once-thriving downtown of
Flint. He tells you that while half chuckle, but it leaves you with a
the people in Flint are on welfare. feeling of anger over the
Smith gives himself a S2 million callousness of GM. Moore uses
comedy to paint a black picture
raise.
Moore flashes from the rich of Flint, which consequently
community in Flint — whose leaves mixed feelings in the
biggest concern is winning the moviegoer’s stomach. Definiateday’s polo match — to the rats ly, you’ve got to be in the right
that have infested the city’s mood to view this picture.
vacated buildings.
He picks on a number of □ Roger & Me is showing at
celebrities who hail from Flint Mission Cinemas. For correct
such as Pat Boone and Bob showtimes, call 54I-2I4I.
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Uncle Qreen will play at SLO Brewing Co. Saturday night.

It’s not easy being (Uncle) Green
“ Almost everybody can hear
The Beatles’ influence in our
music, but saying you are in
t i a n t a - b a s e d , fluenced by The Beatles is
alternative-band almost like saying that waking
Uncle Green will up in the morning is influenced
bring its crun
ching
g u itars by the sun’s rising,’’ said Brown,
and Beatlesque who just turned 24. “ Our Beatles
----------------- melodies to SLO influence has as much to do with
Brewing Co. Saturday.
their spirit and commitment as
The band toured the East with their own actual recordings.
Coast last fall to coincide with Their partnership resembled a
the release of its third album, marriage, as does our own.’’
You. Members worked day jobs
Indeed, the close personal ties
last month to help fund their
between
the band members is an
tour west of the Mississippi,
important
element in the artistic
which will culminate in an open
output
of
Uncle
Green.
ing a p p e a ra n c e
fo r The
“ It helps immensely with the
Smithereens in Lubbock, Texas,
writing process,’’ said drummer
next month.
Besides The Beatles, Uncle Pete McDade. “ We all live
Green’s musical influences in together so the practices do not
clude Squeeze, Rockpile and have to be regimented. If some
Elvis Costello. More interesting, one wants to work on something,
however, are the band’s non it is very easy b e c a u se
musical influences — Richard everything is set up in the base
Brautigan, Max Ernst, Monty ment.”
Python and Woody Allen.
The four decided to move to
“ The thing about Brautigan Georgia in order to “ get out on
and Ernst is that they are sur our own and start our careers
realistic, and that is something elsewhere, not around someplace
we try and do in the lyrics and we knew,” said Brown. “ Anyone
the songs,’’ said vocalist/ can build up a little crowd in
guitarist Matt Brown in a phone their hometown and we did not
interview Monday from Arizona.
want to go that route.”
As fqr the humor of Python
But the band’s Georgia loca
and Allen?
"It seems to us that a lot of tion — and their slight
American bands take themselves resemblance to R.E.M. — has led
very seriously,’’ he said, adding to some erroneous assumptions
that Uncle Green prefers the wry in the press. “ Pretty much
humor of British acts like The everywhere we go where there is
any press, it always says,
Kinks and Costello.
‘Athens, Ga., quartet,’ ” said
The pop-quartet started play Brown. “ The ironic part is that
ing together 10 years ago in its we have only played in Athens
home state of New Jersey. After about six times in our career.”
going through a “ heavy King
You was recorded last year
Crimson phase,’’ said Brown, the w ith
th e
h e lp
of
p ro band returned to its “ basic ducer/engineer Brendan O’Brien,
who has worked with The
Beatles-rock’’ roots.
By David Holbrook

AAE STAFF WRITER__________

a

Coolies, Georgia Satellites and
The Cruzados. O ’Brien was
chosen for his ability to reveal a
band’s live energy, something
that was missing from Uncle
Green’s first two albums. Get It
Together dind 15 Dryden.
“ Every time we played (live)
people would say, ‘You do not
sound like your records; there is
more energy on stage,’ ” said
Brown. “ O’Brien has a great
reputation around Atlanta ... We
thought he was better than any
one we had heard at capturing (a
band’s) live sound.”
The live energy of Uncle Green
is readily evident on You, par
ticularly on the first track, “ He’s
The Man.” 1960s-style guitar
riffs grind beneath the lighter
vocal harmonies of Brown,
guitarist Jeff Jensen and bassist
Bill Decker. The sound is ardent
and distinct. The lyrics, however,
are intentionally vague.
“ We purposely left it as am
biguous as possible so that you
could imagine ‘The Man’ as being
a religious person or a political
person,” said Brown.
Ambiguity is a recurring char
acteristic of Uncle Green’s lyrics,
of which Brown writes the ma
jority.
“ We try to make the songs as
universal as possible because 90
percent of the time we are writ
ing about ourselves or relation
ships we have with other peo
ple,” said Brown. “ But if you
write about things that directly,
then it will not matter to (the
listener).”
□ Uncle Green will play at SLO
Brewing on Saturday. The 9:30
show is S3. For more information,
call 543-1843.

OSCAR NOMINATIONS
□ Pklure: Born on the Fourth o f
July, Dead Poets Society, Driving
Miss Daisy, Field o f Dreams. My
Left Foot.
□ Actor: Kenneth Branagh,
Henry V; Tom Cruise, Born on the
Fourth o f July; Daniel Day-Lewis,
My Left Foot: Morgan Freeman,
Driving Miss Daisy: Robin
Williams. Dead Poets Society.
□ Actress: Isabelle Adjani,
Camille Claudel: Pauline Collins,
Shirley Valentine: Jessica Lange,

Music Box: Michelle Pfeiffer, The
Fabulous Baker Boys: Jessica
Tandy, Driving Miss Daisy.
□ Supporting Actor: Danny
Aiello, Do the Right Thing: Dan
Aykroyd. Driving Miss Daisy;
Marlon Brando. A Dry IVhite
Season; Martin Landau, Crimes
and .Misdemeanors; Denzel
Washington, Glory.
□ Supporting Actress: Brenda
Fricker, My Left Foot; Anjelica
See OSCARS, AAE page 4
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CALENDAR
From A&E page 1
Townshend, Was (Nol Was) and
others, Feb. 24, Universal Am
phitheatre.
□ The Untouchables, Feb. 24, The
Strand.
□ Hunter S. Thompson, Feb. 27, The
Strand.
□ Stray Cats, Feb. 26, Peppers (City
of Industry): Feb. 28, Bandstand
(Anaheim); Mar. 2 & 3, The Strand.
□ Mighty Lemon Drops, Feb. 28,
Coach House: Mar, 1, The Palace;
Mar. 4, Coach House.
□ Mary ’s Danish, Mar. 1, The
Strand: Mar. 4, Peppers, Mar. 6,
Coach House; Mar. 7, Bogart’s.
□ Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers,
Mar. 1, Great Western Forum; Mar.
3, Pacific Amphitheatre.
□ Fishbone, Mar. 4, Coach House.
□ the The, Mar. 7, Wiltern Theatre
(L.A.).
□ Michael Penn, Mar. 8 & 9, The
Roxy.
□ Peter Murphy, Mar. 9 & 10,
Wiltern Theatre.
□ Victor Borge, Mar. 11, South Bay
Center for the Arts (Redondo Beach).
□ Erasure, Mar. 11 & 12, Great
Western Forum.
□ Tower of Power, Mar. 16, The
Palace.
□ B.B. King, Mar. 2$, Universal
Amphitheatre.
□ Go-Go’s, Mar. 28, Universal Am
phitheatre.

thurs., feb. 15
M USIC

M USIC

□ Rob Kimball and Hay Fever play
at Earthling Bookstore. The 8 p.m.
show is free. For more information,
call 543-7951.
□ Lion I’s bring reggae to SLO
Brewing Co. The 9:30 p.m. show
costs $2. For more information, call
543-1843.
□ Inner Faces play jazz at Linnaea’s
Cafe. The $3 show begins at 8 p.m.
For more information, call 541-5888.
□ Shakedown plays at D.K.’s West
Indies Bar. The show is $3. For more
information, call 543-0223.
□ Higher Feelings play at Brubeck’s
(726 Higuera, SLO). The $3 show
starts at 9 p.m. For more informa
tion, call 541-8688.
LIVE THEATER
and ART C IN E M A

□ Little Shop of Horrors; See Feb.
15.
□ The Mousetrap: See Feb. 15.

sat., feb. 17
COMEDY
□ Roger Seward: See Feb. 16.
MUSIC
□ Uncle Green: See separate story.
□ Laurie Lewis and The Grant Street
Band play bluegrass in the Com
munity Room of the San Luis Obispo
City-County Library (995 Palm St.,
SLO). The 7:30 p.m. show is $8. For
more information, call 544-1885.
C Why Theory pop the question at
Linnaea’s Cafe. The free show starts
at 8 p.m. For more information, call
544-1885.
□ Guy Budd plugs in his electric
guitar at Earthling Bookshop. The 8
p.m. show is free. For more informa
tion, call 543-7951.
□ Higher Feelings; See Feb. 16.

□ Glen Diamond plays acoustic
guitar, harmonica and even sings at
Earthling Bookstore (698 Higuera
St., SLO.) The 8 p.m. show is free.
For more information, call 543-7951.
□ D .J. Leboviti plays piano at Linnaea’sC afe(l I lOGarden St., SLO.)
The 8 p.m. show is free. For more in
formation, call 541-5888.
Das Beat plays reggae at D.K.’s
West Indies Bar (1121 Broad St.,
SLO). The show is S2. For more in
formation, call 543-0223.
□ The Bar Sharks play at SLO
Brewing Co. (1119 Garden St., SLO).
The $1 show starts at 9:30 p.m. For
more information, call 543-1843.
□ W ho Cares rocks Rose ’n Crown
(1000 Higuera, SLO). The $2 show
starts at 9 p.m. For more informa
tion, call 541-1911.

COMEDY
□ Improv comedy troupe Loose
Change plays at Brubeck’s. The free
show starts at 7 p.m. For more in
formation, call 544-8688.

LIVE THEATER
and ART CINEMA
n PCPA Theatrefest premiers Little
Shop of Horrors. The show starts at
8 p.m. Thursdays through Saturdays,
2 p.m. on Wednesdays, Saturdays
and Sundays. For more information,
call 1-800-221-9469.
□ Agatha Christie’s The Mousetrap
will be performed by The Great
American Melodrama (Highway I,
Oceano). For more information, call
489-2499.

MUSIC
□ The Tailgate Lunch Bunch Jazz
Band win The Silliest Name Contest
but are sure to bring a “ foot-stomp
ing afternoon’’ of jazz to the Pismo
Beach Veteran’s Building (780 Bello,
Pismo Beach). The S3 show starts at
noon. For more information, call
773-2055.
□ Acoustic guitarists Dan Harvey
and Don Hannula play at Earthling
Music. The 8 p.m. show is free. For
more information, call 543-7951.

fri., fcb. 16

LIVE THEATER
and ART CINEMA
□ Little Shop of Horrors: See Feb.
15.
□ The Mousetrap; See Feb. 15.

sun., feb. 18

LIVE THEATRE
and ART CINEMA
□ Little Shop o f Horrors: See Feb.

15.
CO M EDY
□ Roger Seward headlines at Bob

Zany’s Comedy Outlet (located in
Mullarkey’s at the Embassy Suites.
333 Madonna Road, SLO), with G il
Chrislaer and Laurie KUmartia.
Tickets for the 8 and 10 p.m. shows
are $7, or free with dinner. For more
information, call 549-0800.

□ The Mousetrap: See Feb. IS.

moti., feb. 19
EVENTS

□ You can play a part in a live street
performance while being videotaped.
The Mime Studio Theatre will be

HEY DORM STUDENTS, WHERE YOU
GONNA UVE NEXT YEAR?

videotaping for a multi-media show
to be featured at the University
Union gallery next month. To get in
volved, show up at the Mission Plaza
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., and/or Central
Coast Plaza from 2 to 4 p.m. For
more information, call 543-2248.
LIVE THEATER
and ART CINEMA
□ Ingmar Bergman’s film The Pas
sion of Anna comes to Chumash
Auditorium, as part of a continuing
Bergman film series sponsored by Cal
Poly Arts. The show starts at 7:30
p.m. For more information, call 7561421.

tues., feb. 20
M USIC

□ The Cuesta College Vocal Jazz
Ensemble plays with singer Sheila
Jordan and bassist Harvey Swartz.
The 8 p.m. show at Cuesta
Auditorium is $8 general, $6 stu
dents. For more information, call
546-3195.
□ Jam Night once again with Doc
Stolty. The 9 p.m. show’s free. For
more information, call 543-1843.
□ Jill Knight plays at D.K.’s West
Indies Bar. For more information,
call 543-0223.
LIVE THEATER
and ART C IN E M A

9 p.m. For more information, call
543-0223.
□ Eric Park will play folk, blues and
jazz at Linnaea’s Cafe. The 8 p.m.
show is free. For more information,
call 541-5888.
LIVE THEATER
and A R T C IN E M A

□ Little Shop of Horrors: See Feb.
15.

thurs., feb. 22
M USIC

□ The Bar Sharks: See Feb. 15.
□ The unflappable Dennis and
Margie bring original Canadian folk
music to Earthling Bookstore. The
free show starts at 8 p.m. For more
information, call 543-7951.
LIVE THEATER
and A R T C IN E M A

□ Lillie Shop of Horrors: See Feb.
15.
□ The Mousetrap: See Feb. 15.

movies
Time listings in parentheses are addi
tional weekend times, unless other
wise noted.
□ The Bay Theatre

□ The Central Coast Renaissance
Historical Society and ASI’s Fine
Arts Committee present The Reduc
ed Shakespeare Company, in which
37 plays “ will be performed in a
single evening.” The folks from
Reader’s Digest would love this pro
duction. The 8 p.m. show is $9 public,
$7 students for advance tickets; SIO
and S8, respectively, at the door. For
more information, call 756-1154.
□ The Multi-Cultural Center pres
ents Spike Lee’s 1989 film on racial
tension. Do the Right Thing. The 7
p.m. screening is in San Luis Lounge
(University Union, Cal Poly). For
more information, call 756-1154.

wed., feb. 21
MUSIC
□ Irish Happy Hour with the Moody
Druids at SLO Brewing, yet again.
The free show begins at 5:3'’ p.m. For
more information, call 541-1843.
□ From La-La Land comes Drcd
Zeppelin, a band that plays Led Zep
pelin songs with a ... you guessed it, a
reggae beat. This is a band destined
to be sampled. The $5 show starts at

464 Morro Bay Blvd., Morro Bay.
772-2444.
Call for movies and showtimes.
□ Century Cinemas

6905 El Camino Real, A tascadero.
466-46! !.
•Stella, (12), 2:15,4:30,7,9:30.
• Hard to Kill, (12), 2:15, 4:30, 7, 9:30.
• Tremors (ends Thurs.), (12:30), 2:30,
4:30,7:15,9:30.
• Look Who’s Talking (ends Thurs.),
1,4:40,8:50.
• She-Devil (ends Thurs.), 2:45, 7.
• Tango and Cash (ends Thurs.), (12),
2:15,4:30,7,9:30.
• Born on the Fourth of July (ends
Thurs.), 1,4,6:45,9:30.
• Night Breed (starts Fri.), (12), 2:15,
4:30,7,9:30.
• Madhouse (starts Fri.), (12:30), 2:30,
4:30,7:15,9:30.
• Courage Mountain (starts Fri.),
(12:30), 2:30,4:30,7:15, 9:30.
• Revenge (starts Fri.), 2, 4:15,6:45,
9:30.
□ Festival Cinem as

1160 If. Branch St., Arroyo Grande.
481-7553.
• Hard to Kill, 12:35, 2:40, 5, 7:20,
9:50.

• Stanley 4 Iris, 12:45,3, 5:15,7:45,
9:30.
• Loose Cannons, 12:45, 2:45,4:55,
7:25,9:30.
• Internal Affairs, 12:05, 2:25, 4:45,
7:35, 10.
• Driving Miss Daisy, 12:25, 2:30,
4:40,7:10,9:40.
• Stella, 12:20,2:35.4:50,7:30, 10.
• Born on the Fourth of July (ends
Thurs.), 1,4,7:15,10.
• War of the Roses (ends Thurs.), 12,
2:25,4:50,7:20.9:55.
• Flashback (ends Thurs.), 12:20,
2:45,5:05,7:40,10:05.
• Heart Condition (ends Thurs.), 3:10,
7.
• Tremors (ends Thurs.), 1:15, 5:05,9.
• Revenge (starts Fri.), 12, 2:25, 4:55,
7:30, 10:05,
• Night Breed (starts Fri.), 12:45,
2;55, 5:05, 7:40, 10:05.
• Mad House (starts Fri.), 12:45, 3,
5:05,7:45.9:45.
□ Fremont Theatre

1035 Monterey St., SLO. 543-1121.
• Always, (12:30,2:45, 5), 7:00,9:15.

□ Palm Theatre

817 Palm Street, SLO. 541-5161.
• Shirley Valentine, (4:45), 7.
• The Fabulous Baker Boys (ends
Thurs.), 9:15.
• The Girl in the Swing (ends Thurs.),
(4:45), 7,9:15.
• Crimes and Misdemeanors (starts
Fri.), (4:30), 7, 9:15.
• Chilly Scenes of Winter (starts
Fri.), 9:15.

ongoing
□ Three Central Coast artists —
Marian Stevens, Jamie Tasen and
Patricia Riley — will be featured at
the University Union Galerie until
Feb. 15. For more information, call
756-1182.
□ “ Mysteries of Prehistoric America:
The Mimbres People & Their Pot
tery” is the name of a show by
Steven LeBlanc. It will be shown at
the Cuesta College An Gallery until
Feb. 26. For more information, call
546-3202.
□ Nationally acclaimed artist
Carmen Lomas Garza presents
“ Paper, Prints and Paintings” at the
University Art Gallery (Dexter
Building, Cal Poly) until Mar. 11. For
more information, call 756-1155.

OSCARS
From A&EpageJ

Huston, Enemies, A Love Story; Lena
Olin, Enemies, A Love Story; Julia
Roberts, Steel Magnolias; Dianne
Wiest, Parenthood.
□ Director: Oliver Stone, Born on
the Fourth o f July; Woody Allen,
Crimes and Misdemeanors; Peter
Weir, Dead Poets Society; Kenneth
Branagh, Henry V; Jim Sheridan, My
Left Foot.
□ Original Screenplay: Woody
Allen, Crimes and Misdemeanors;
Tom Schulman, Dead Poets Society;
Spike Lee, Do the Right Thing,
Steven Soderbergh, sex, lies and
videotape; Nora Ephron, tFhen Harry
Met Sally... .
□ Adapted Screenplay: Oliver
Stone and Ron Kovic, Born on the
Fourth o f July; Alfred Uhry, Driving
Miss Daisy; Roger L. Simon and Paul
Mazursky, Enemies, A Love Story;
Phil Alden Robinson, Field o f
Dreams; Jim Sheridan and Shane
Connaughton, My Left Foot.
□ Best Foreign Film: Camille
Claudel, France; Cinema Paradiso,
Italy; Jesus o f Montreal, Canada;
Santiago, The Story o f His New Life,

Puerto Rico; Waltzing Regitze, Den
mark.
□ Art Direction: The Abyss, The
Adventures o f Baron Munchausen,
Batman, Driving Miss Daisy, Glory.
□ Cinematography: The Abyss,
Blaze, Born on the Fourth o f July, The
Fabulous Baker Boys, Glory.
□ Costume Design: The Adven
tures o f Baron Munchausen, Driving
Miss Daisy, Harlem Nights, Henry V,
Valmont.
□ Documentary Featnre: Adam
Clayton Powell, Common Threads:
Stories from the Quilt, Crack USA:
Country Under Siege, For All
Mankind, Super Chief: The Life and
Legacy o f Earl Warren.
□ Documentary Short Subject:

Fine Food, Fine Pastries, Open 6 to 9;
The Johnstown Flood; Yad Vashem:
Preserving the Past to Ensure the
Future.
□ Film J^iting: The Bear, Born on
the Fourth o f July, Driving Miss
Daisy, The Fabulous Baker Boys,
Glory.
□ Makeup: The Adventures o f
Baron Munchausen, Dad, Driving
Miss Daisy.

□ Musk, Original Score: John
Williams, Born on the Fourth o f July;
David Grusin, The Fabulous Baker
Boys; James Horner, Field o f Dreams;
John Williams, Indiana Jones and the
Last Crusade; Alan Menken, The Lit
tle Mermaid.
□ M usk, Original Song: “ After
All” from Chances Are; “ The Girl
Who Used to Be Me” from Shirley
Valentine; “ I Love to See You Smile”
from Parenthood; “ Kiss The Girl”
from The Little Mermaid; “ Under the
Sea” from The Little Mermaid.
□ Animated Short Snbject:

Balance, Cow, The Hill Farm.
□ Live Action Short Film : Amazon
Diary, The Child Eater, Work Experi
ence.
□ Sound: The Abyss, Black Rain,
Born on the Fourth o f July, Glory, In
diana Jones and the Last Crusade.
□ Sound Effects (S iting: Black
Rain, Indiana Jones and the Last
Crusade, Lethal Weapon 2.
□ Visual Effects: The Abyss, The
Adventures o f Baron Munchausen,
Back to the Future Part II.

— By the Associated Press

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
The Morning Star Company has hauled tomatoes from farmer's fields to canneries for the past 20 years.
We re.quire approximately 80 drivers starting July 1st through the later part of October, in Los Banos.
OUR DRIVERS EARN FROM $800 to $1,000 PER WEEK depending on 1) driver performance, and 2) seasonal
volume. Most of our drivers are college students We provide guidance to obtain a Class A drivers
license and pre-season training The work is extremely demanding, requiring significant time and
mental commintment. SPRING GRADUATES AND THOSE WILLING TO PELP FALL SEMESTER
ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY. WE PROVIDE FREE HOUSING FOR ALL DRIVERS.
i 1'

MUST BE AT LEAST 21 YEARS OLD

1 Mustang Drive

543-4950

Please call 666-6600 for an application and leave your name, address and phone number or write
Morning Star Company, 712 Mam Street. Woodland, CA, 95695 for an application.
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Food fo r thought...
Professional S uppliers of A utom obile Parts

Prof pens instructional cookbook
By Shanna Phillips
( st aff Writer______________________

Almost every night, Tacos
^Acapulco is jam-packed. Taco
Bell on Santa Rosa Street is said
to be the largest-grossing Taco
Bell in the nation. And some
students average a 12-pack of
soft drinks every week.
In response to this, a Cal Poly
home economics professor wrote
an instructional cook book.
Connie Breazeale spent the en
tire summer writing a laboratory
book for her Foods 121 (Fun
damentals of Food) class.
Eating habits among college
students and most Americans
need to change, said Breazeale.
People need to stop following the
fads and go down the middle of
the road.
“ 1 would guess that every stu
dent on this campus has tried
dieting at one time or another,”
said Breazeale.
Most students go on fad diets
that include skipping meals and
liqui d
supplements,
sai d
Breazeale. “ When students go
off those kinds of diets, they gain
everything right back.
She said that one way to learn
how to eat right is to read the
magazine, “ Cooking Light.” It is
available on newsstands and is
an excellent source for recipes,
said Breazeale. “ The recipes are
low in sodium, they give a nutri
tional breakdown and a lot of
calories are eliminated.”
“ Cooking
Light”
has
photographs of their recipes and
is written for people who want to
cut down.

Breazeale wrote her own lab
book in order to incorporate
taste, principles and techniques
into cooking. “ And besides,
recipes in other lab publications
were inedible in my book.”
Breazeale has taught at Cal
Poly for 23 years and has studied
cooking in other continents. “ 1
have studied with Marcella
Hazan (a famous Italian cheO in
Italy and I graduated from the
school for professional chefs in
Osaka, Japan,” said Breazeale,
who has cooked with world

famous cook James Beard in
Hawaii and Southeast Asia.
Breazeale strives to teach her
students to have an open mind
about trying new foods.
“ She taught me to have an
open mind, especially about
cultural foods,” said Julie Carriere, a home economics senior.
Carriere didn’t like eggplant
until she tried the eggplant pizza.
“ I didn’t want to try the cow
tripe or intestines either, but I
did. They were absolutely
delicious.”

DOES YOUR
FOX TROT?
"Sophie"

The Largest Supplier of
Foreign Parts on the Central Coast

Recipes
Eggplant Pizza
Veal or Chicken
(needs one large eggplant)
Scallopinl
1) Do not pod eggplant. Cut into 1/2inch round slices. Placeon broiler rack.
Brush top with olive oil. Season with
salt and pepper and fresh herbs (basil,
oregan o, rosem ar y, 1ta 1ia n season in gs,
garlic) to your taste. 2) Place rack 5
inches from broiler coils. Broil 5
minutes or until slices begin to brown.
Turn, oil, season. Broil 3 minutes. 3)
Add topping. Topping is thick canned
spaghetb sauce or sauce of your choice.
Top with grated mozzarella and
parmesan cheese. 4) Slide back under
broiler, cook 2 to 3 minutes more.

350 H iauera

543-9557
Í1

INNOCENT
BLOOD

1) Bone chicken (breasts or thighs)
and pound flat with a mallet between
two sheets of wax paper until paper
thin. 2) Dip in seasoned flour, then
egg, then cracker crumbs. Double dip
if you like more crust. 3) Make sure
that all surfaces are completely coated.
4) Place on cake rack to dry and firm
up scallops. 5) I leat oil to 375 degrees
fahrenheit. 6) Deep fry only until
golden brown; drain on rack. 7) Serve
with lemon juice or a sauce of your
choice.

R
$1 50
E OFF
Z

CD or Cassette

S O U R C E : Hom e E conom ic» 121 Laboratory Manual

with this coupon until 2/24/90

EROSION
From page 1
and posting signs asking moun
tain bikers to cooperate, may be
steps taken to keep people on
established
f ar m
roads.

Schroeder said.
Meanwhile, mountain bikers
are welcome to ride in the can
yon, Hall said, as long as they
stay on the road.

673 Higuera, San Luis Obispo • 543-6146
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CapPîpcîJiQ Justlaausa.
Cappuccino
Espresso ■ Coffee
-d e le c tib le tre o ts -

located in Osos St. Subs
open early morning to
late evening
10Ó0 Osos St., SIO

CAL POLY'S
LOGGING TEAM
is having a competition
Sat. Feb. 17th from
Sam to 5pm at the
NRM greenhouse
events all day!
come show your support!

5 4 2 -9 9 6 8

INTERESTED IN CO-OP
WITH A COMPANY
THATS BEEN MOVING
THE WORLD'S FLUIDS
SINCE 1872?
Positions availabie
in Los Angeies and San Jose
B W /iP In te rn a tio n a l In c ., Byron Ja c k s o n P u m p /U n ite d
C e n trifu g a l P u m p , is o n e of th e w o rld le a d e rs in th e
m a n u fa c tu re of custom e n g in e e re d cen trifu g al pu m p s.
Fluids handled ra n g e from w ater and hydro carbons to
liquid oxygen and molten m etals.
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Architecture club to help build
children’s museum in downtown
By H eather Dowling
s t a f f Writer

A scarab is not just an Egyp
tian beetle that builds its own
structure out of earth. It is also
an architecture club ai Cal Poly
that works on various building
projects around campus and the
community.
Scarab — a professional inter
disciplinary service organization
since 1954 — consists of the five
majors in the School of Architec
ture,
including architecture,
landscape architecture, city and
regional planning, architectural
engineering and construction
management.
Scarab has worked on projects
ranging from outdoor seating to
interior renovation.
“ Last year at Poly Royal, we
laid the bricks by the Architec
ture Building where the seating
area is,” said Chandra Bowden,
president of the club. “ We put in
those wood benches. That was a
pledge project.”
According to Bowden, pledging
classes do projects on campus as
a part of the pledging require
ment to become a Scarab

member.
“ We’ve done a lot of seating
areas on campus because there
seems to be a lack of them,” she
said.
Scarab also did the partitions
in the gallery in the University
Union.
“ That was quite a few years
ago,” Bowden said.
Next quarter. Scarab will start
a community project in which a
group of architects and other
planners will donate their time to
design a children’s museum in a
warehouse-type
building
on
Nipomo and Monterey streets.
Scarab will help construct this
museum.
The museum, however, is not a
normal museum.
“ It’s not something you just
look at,” Bowden said. “ You ac
tually play with them (the exhib
its) and learn about them.”
Many tyr>es of exhibits will be
displayed in the museum.
“ Maybe there’s a fire stationtype thing and you learn about
firemen and all the equipment
they use,” Bowden said. "You
learn about astronauts, and they
have a space shuttle-type thing

and you can get in and punch
buttons and stuff. It’s fun.”
Scarab members will be volun
teering their time in helping the
architects and planners build
these different exhibits inside the
building.
“ Architects are donating their
time to this design, and we’re
donating all our efforts as far as
construction,” Bowden said.
The museum will charge about
$2 admission to cover some of
the cost of const ruct ion.
Members hope to have the pro
ject completed by late summer or
early fall.
According to Bowden, Scarab
projects are like learning pro
cesses for the members.
“ It’s a chance for all majors to
really get out there and build
something they’ve designed and
learn how it’s done,” she said.
Scarab is always looking for
new members in the five majors
of the School of Architecture and
Environmental Design, Bowden
said.
Though this spring’s pledge
class has already started, new
comers are always welcome in
fall and spring quarters.

We will be represented on the Cal Poly Campus:

Thursday afternoon, February 15
Friday morning, February 16

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CO-OP PROGRAM
Outstanding opportunity for qualified Juniors and Seniors
enrolled in the m ec h a n ic a l e n gineering program to gam
v a lu a b le h a n d s -o n e x p e r ie n c e in: ro ta tin g m a c h in e ry
d e s ig n , s t r e s s a n d t h e r m a l a n a ly s is , c o m p u te r
p r o g r a m m in g , la b o r a t o r y t e s tin g o f m o d e ls a n d
p ro to ty p e s , in s tru m e n ta tio n for h yd rau lic an d d y n a m ic
d ata acquisition, test d ata reduction and evaluation.
This will be a six m onth assignm ent com m encing with the
S p rin g or S u m m e r 1 9 9 0 q u a rte r C a n d id a te s w ill be
interview ed by the E ngineering M a n a g e r of our San Jose
pum p facility.

%
IF*

BW/IP International, Inc.
P u m p D ivision
Byron Jackson Pum p/
United Centrifugal Pump
P.O Box 2017, Terminal Annex
Los Angeles, CA 90051
Equal opportunity employer m/f

COMPLETE WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICES
Services include:

S

. . . contraceptive counseling
. . . pregnancy testing
. . . testing and treatment for sexually
transmitted diseases
. . . pelvic and breast exams; pap smear

STAFFED BY FEMALE PRACTIONERS A N D PHYSICIAN VISITS AT N O
CHARGE TO CURRENTLY REGISTERED STUDENTS
SMALL FEE CHARGED FOR LAB TESTS
For further inform ation please contact the Health C enter
V ia C a rta & C a m p u s W ay
756-1211

P ric e W a te rh o u se
M a n a g e m e n t C o n su ltin g
P rice W «terhou»e
is a leading m anagem ent
conaulting firm th ro u g h o u t th e
w orld in Inform ation
T echnology Consulting. We
a re in te re ste d in individuals
with a stro n g academ ic re c o rd
who a re seeking a challenge
and would enjoy solving
problem s th ro u g h the
application o f technology to
business needs. A reas of
academ ic co n c en tratio n in
which we a re in terested a re :

MAC
SKILLS
TINTYPE TECH

M A C IN T O S H C O M P U T E R T R A IN IN G

CAUMA-Vpa* rORAOAMKMMNl

For a cleaner
planet,

C o m p u ter Science
Math
R usiness/E conom ics
E ngineering
O th e r tech n ical d egrees

recycle this paper

CAMPUS I M ’ERVIEW S:
1'uesduy, F eltruary 2 0 , 1 0 0 0
(2 13) 2,16 - ;i I 72

T A X I
IMzza* Calzone «Salads

-DELIVERS545-TAXI

T
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Award-winning short story writer talks at Poly
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female
female preacher
preacher asas “ “a a new-ish
new-ish
unusual
voicc.”
an
unusual
voice.”
The narrative traces the histo
ry o f Dawn, a controversial
minister who earns a fortune
selling bread in shopping malls.
After reading her w ork, Sim p
son answered questions from the
audience about her m otivations
and methods o f writing. The
author o f several short stories
and
th e b e s t- s e llin g
novel
“ Anywhere But H ere” said that

s n ecial to the Dally
Special to the Dally-------------------------------------------- Story
with
an
story
with

Students and fans o f aw ard
winning author M ona Simpson
got a chance to meet her Tuesday
when she spoke about her writ
ing and read some o f her work.
Simpson read “ I Am Here to
Tell You It Can Be D one,” a
short story she is revising for
publication, to the audience in
C h u m ash
A u d ito riu m .
S he
described the tale o f a 25-year-oId

her
her purpose
purpose inin writing
writing isis toto “ “try
try day
day inin her
her office,
office, she
she adm
admits
its not
not from
from CColum
olumbia
bia University.
University. He
Her
and
allallo fo fthat
e eis isspent
andwrite
writesom
something
ethingtru
truee.”.”
thattim
tim
spentcreating
creating work
workhas
hasappeared
appearedinin“ The
“ ThePari
Paris
new m aterial.
She said she avoids sym bolism ,
Review,” “ The Iowa Review,”
focusing on descriptive writing.
“ I d o n ’t force myself to w rite,”
“ Plowshares”
and
other
“ Details excite me when I
she said. “ Fiction is like carpen
p erio d icals. She has received
w rite,” she said, “ like a gesture,
try. Even if you d o n ’t feel like
many aw ards, including a N a
a little bit o f dialogue or a land
tional Endow m ent o f the Arts
w riting, there is always some
scape that cannot be broken
Fellowship, a Kellogg N ational
cleanup work to do, w ord pro
down any fu rth e r.”
Fel l ows hi p and a Whi t i ng
cessing files to straighten or a
Simpson splits her time be
W riters A ward.
story to revise.”
tween writing and teaching at
Simpson
received
her
The event was sponsored by
Bart College in New York. Al
b a c h e lo r ’s deg ree
from
UC
Poly A rts, W riterspeak and the
though she spends every other
Berkeley and her m aster’s degree
W om en’s Week Com m ittee.

¡Classified
If anyone saw the arrest that
took place during theBomb Incident
on 1/31 please call X3937.I need
your help! Ask for Steve or John

ASME Meeting TODAY-IMAGINEERING
Info on tour of New United Motors
11 AM Bldg 52 Rm E27

AOII

CONGRATULATIONS to the new
initiates and thanks for a
great time Sat. Nite!
•The Brothers of DSP gospamgo

SKI CLUB

FREE TRIP TO
MAZATLAN

OFFICER

SPEAKER

ORDER YOUR PERSONALIZED
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM
JOSTENS AT EL CORRAL
FEBRUARY 20-23 9-4pm

GUEST SPEAKER: NASA
Max Amaya, Jr.
Thursday 15,1990 6pm
Bldg.52 Rm E27

SKI CLUB
MEETING

Tues Feb 20 8:00 Pm Ag Engr 1231
Critical meeting IAll members must
attend. OFFICER ELECTIONS.

FREE TRIP TO
MAZATLAN

ATTENTION EXCELLENT INCOME
FOR HOME ASSEMBLY WORK. INFO
CALL 504-646-17(X) DEPT P6492_________
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 -$59,230/yr.
Now Hiring. Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext.R-1008l tor current federal list_________

LONDON STUDY
SUMMER 1990

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
BECOMING A RESIDENT ADVISOR IN
ONE OF THE CAL POLY RESIDENCE
HALLS, JOIN US AT ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION SESSIONS

INFORMATION MEETING
THURS, F E B .15,11:00 A.M.
(COLLEGE HOUR) SCI NO 215

Bizarre cast of characters

LAST CHANCE SESSION
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 28
7 PM SIERRA MADRE HALL
IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE
INFORMATION. CALL THE
RESIDENT STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
OFFICE AT 756-3396

Tickett On Sale at Theatre

BE PART OF IT
WITH SAM!

Found Gold watch in Mott Gym
Tues 2/6 call to identify
541-9087____________________

Win a free Sprino Break trip to
Mazatlan at the South of the
Border Beach Party Wed. 2/21
during college night at The
Graduate Brought to you by The
Graduate,SLY 96 & College Tours
For more into about Spring Break
tnps to Mazatlan call Steve
,543-4599

SKI TRIP! BOW L-A-THON!
MEETING THIS THURSDAY
DON’T MISS OUT!! AG 220 11 AM

Have you lost the key to your
Subaru car or Trucks One found
in room 212 of theatre and dance
dept Pick up at University Union
information booth! 2/9/90_____
LOST

SURFBOARD

61n-fin in green bag
very sentimental
lost 2/12 at Jeffrey & Foothill
Call Aaron
544-4626

MONTANA MAN

VDAY was the best-it only gets
better 4 MORE DAYS and trust
me.tonight will be SUITE! Love U.

Mustang Daily
Classifieds

Bargain oak desks.local MFQ 2nds.
destk$40Hutch30.pertect sets $189.
541-1365

LOST HALF OZ GOLD AMERICAN EAGLE
PENDANT & CHAW SENTIMENTAL
VALUE • REWARD 549-9929

y.w.t.b.

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS W LL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

Summer management internship
interviews now taking place
Gam valuable experience managir)g a team of employees.customars
and suppliers. Successful appli
cants Will undergo extensive
traininq. Average summer earnings
range $6-10,000 call 'student
painters' tor information
1-800-426-6441

FOUND 2/9/90 IN FRONT OF AG
BUILDING SUNGLASSES 549-0661

FREE t r ip TO
MAZATLAN

PIDGE

"Ssshhhay there, ssshisshlerrr...
you sshhay yer 22?'^?"

Bnng him to his knees with a
little stnp tease! Cat 772-5609

.. HAPPY B-DAY, BABYDOLL .

NUTRITION CLUB MEETING!
TUES FEB 20 at 7 30 pm
Ag Bldg(IO) Room 201
Guest Spkr Frank Mattoon R D Sales

...I LOVE YOU

]’ ABORTION

Panel discuseion— FREE
Thur, Feb.15,7:30pm, Chumash
Sponsored by ASI Soeaker'e Forum

BETA-THETA-PI

ZTA CAN'T WMT TO GET STRANDED
WITH YOU TONIGHT

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED^
CLOSE TO CAMPUS SHARE A ROOM
210/MONTH CALL SUE 541-4246_______
Mst.ROOM TO SHARE, own bath Fe,N/S
all conviences $220/mo. 545-9233_______
PRIVATE ROOM PLUS STUDY AND
OWN BATH IN NEW SHELL BEACH
HOME FOR QUIET STUDENT PRIVATE
PHONE,CABLE TV AND LAUNDRYNO
KITCHEN. 773-1615 $375/mo

Rommate Needed

female roommate needed to share
room In nice apartment for spring
quarter (posslt''e summer).
5 tnin walk to Poly. Free parking.
Laundry facilities. $200/mo.
Call Cathy eves. 546-0538
ROOM 4 RENT Need 2 to share 1 rm.
close to Poly ^ a il 3-1 $265/mo
contact Kim Fishel 545-8962.Eves______
ROOMMATES GOING TO LONDON
NEED REPLACEMENTS
at Cedar Creek-Close to Poly
FURNISHED. Pool etc.
2 openings Spring-Summer
$250 to share
541-5488
Shell Beach room plus study plus
bath. New house, private!Own phone
line.cable.laundry. $375. 773-1615

APART 4 RENT

Need responsible person to sublet
A^r,May .June, Close to Poly, pool,
sauna.cat ok.call Sandy 545-8961
Classic house available next
quarter' 1 bdr/tbth Hardwood
fkXKS. close by, $520/mo.
Perfect tor two. Call 541-9531

AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL
MARGUERITE S41-3432 CENTURY 21
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? tor FREE
LIST of ALL Least Expensive Houses
Acondos in SLO. call STEVE NELSON
543-8370 & Lv.messg Farrel Smyth R/E

B u s in e s s
D ire c to ry

DRAFTWG TABLE 36 BY 48
GOOO SHAPE $65 OBO 549-0186

Great bike tor sale Univega
Range Rover-18',in perfect
conditKMi, barely ever rode it
must see! $295 call 544-5828

FREE CHH.I DOG
w any soft dnnk Mrchase see
Wienerschnitzel Coupons m the
Mustang Daily

For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSINE
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING SENIOR
PROJECTS. TERM PAPERS FROM S2PER
double-spaced page MARCY 54 1-4214
ANNIE'S TYPING 545-9748/466-3902
LASER PRINTER WORD PERFECT FAST

0 « H O ! I AUST RttAtlABEREO m c m TOV)
m m Of THESE
TWM TOOM \S "SVIDW m
things NttftE
m i’ OM.' I NEED SOWtTHAN
TV» MINUTES
TNII^G TO SUOyi
TEH
BEFORE
THE 8VJS
kBCWT.' /
COMES’

COMPUTER WIZARDS-UNIQUE LAPTOP
CASK) COMPUTER WITH TAPE-USED
ONCEfCALL FOR DETALS $250
(ORIG $595) 773-1615

88 YAMAHA RAZZ SCOOTER 4-SALE
$450 OBO. 545-9382

STONE DAMAGED WMSHIELD?? Don't
replace HI Have It repaired for
a fraction of the cost. Stop the
crack, call Ko at 542-9062

ALPHA PHIS!!

GRAD THOSE GORGEOUS DATES-THE
CELEBRATION BALL IS H E R E j [ ^ ______

Female needed to share room tor
Spring Otr. close to Campus.Call
Cathy or Diane 541-6935. $188/mo.

FEBRUARY 15
7 PM SIERRA MADRE HALL
9 PM TRINITY HALL

Games & Comics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning.
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-6447

Visits
MARCH 1-3

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS III
Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment. Minimal
Money Raise $1,400
Cost Zero Investment

ARCHITECT: Immediate opening for 2
licensed PROJECT ARCHITECTS w/40
person Sac firm. Must have strong
tech skills w/exp in type I & V
construction.Min 6yrs exp in large
mult family & comm projects. Exp in
senior housing -i- CADD a plus.
OPENING FOR PROJECT MANAGER AND
JOB CAPTAIN w/ strong management
skills. Submit resume to Susan
Wurdeman c/o Vitiello & Ass Inc.
1931 H.Street Sac, CA 95614_____________

Win a free Spring Break trip to
Mazatlan at the south of The
Border Beach Party Wed 2/21 dur
ing College Night at The Graduate
Brought to you by The Graduate,
Sly 96, & College Tours. For more
info atx)ut Spring Break trips to
Mazatlan Call Steve 543-45M

BLIND Enuchs!
BodyGuards!
Gymnists!

OFFICER
ELECTIONS

I
*

youre invited to hear Agriculture
Research manager Mary Zischke from
BUD OF CALIFORNIA
Topic Production and Food Safety
FREE !Thurs,2/15 6:30pm
Ag Engineering room 123

YOU ARE IN LUCK!!

ASt PROGRAM BOARD has openings
4 UEC Rep and Equipment Coord
inator. UEC Rep must attend
all UEC meetings and represent
program board Equip Coor is
in charge of use and maintenance
of all Board equipment such as
stage, spotlights etc.
Nominations will be held Feb 13
and 20 at 6pm in UU219 you MUST
attend one of these mtgsfl
Ques?call X1112

SHPE MEETING

STICKY F IN I^ R S W 0 R D > R 0 C E S S IN G ’
CALL DAYNA AT 544-1417

BIO SCI, FOOD SCI. SCHOOL OF AG

’ SPRING g r a d s ” '

POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB
Meeting-Thurs 15 Ag227 11:00

\'t

R&R Word Processing RONA 544-2591
Laser Printer/Student Rates/By Appt

8PM AGENGR123

HEWLETT PACKARD TOUR
Fri Feb 16 in Santa Clara
come to DPMA meeting
Thurs Feb 15 11:00 02-208
For more info or call 546-8800

K

PROTYPE Call Patty 544-1783
Senior Proj.& More-Laser Printer

TUES FEB 20

DIABETES SUPPORT GROUP
Meets Thursday at 11 am in the
Cal Poly Health Center-room 115

2 FEMALE ROOMATES WANTED 4 Spring
STAFFORD GARDENS 225/MONTH
CALL 546-0584

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
5 YRS EXP. CALL KAREN 544-2692

TAMI KAREN & STACY
CONGRATS ON BECOMING ACTIVE!
FROM THE MEN OF 301!

ELECTIONS

Win a free Spring Break trip to
Mazatlan at the South of the
Border Beach Party Wed 2/21 dur
ing college night at the Graduate
Brought to you by the Graduate
SLY96 & College Tours tor more
info about Spring Break trips to
Mazatlan call Steve 543-4588

CW LAVELLE SECRETARIAL SERV
WP.SR PROJECTS.DISC 528-0830

XWM CANT
TAKE’ rVE
GOTTA TAKE
SOMETHiNfi.'

HONDA CB400FOUR RUNS GREAT
$600 OBO CALL 541-6816

NEVER MtNO,1

I'VE.. AH ,

i

o

I DONT WANT

MOM ' OOV4E TO KNOVI. I
dont w ant to
HAVE ANS
PLASTIC BAGS! KNOW. T 00NT>

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES!
Written by a Marketing
Professional who knows how to
sell your skills and get that
interview' $34 95 Call NOW!
773-1615, leave message
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER UU
Resumes $19 95 Placemt Center Forms

BAJA BOBS WET SUIT REPAIR
PYROSYK WETSUIT 481-4683

CONSHA'S OFFICE SUPPLY
TYPING $1 50 PER PAGE 773-5851
MASTERS THESES • LINDA BLACK
544-1305,466-0687,927-0369

Holiday
PS/2 Promotion

EIGDrral
Bookstore

Popular Microsoft software pre-loaded onto these IBM PS/2's
give you a system that's ready when you are!
Hurry! offer ends February 15, 1990!

□

List
Price

$2,499

Model 30:
80286 Processor (lOMHz)
1MB Memory
1.44MB Diskette drive
20MB Hard disk
VGA Graphics
3 "PC style" expansion slots

12" Color display
DOS 4.0
IBM Mouse
Windows/286
Word 5.0
hDC Windows utilities

Promo
Price

Only $39
per month*
Order # :6 1 7 9 2 0 9

□

^5«^

Model 50Z:
80286 Processor (lOMHz)
1MB Memory
1.44MB Diskette drive
30MB Hard disk
VGA Graphics
3 "MicroChannel" slots

12" Color display
DOS 4.0
IBM Mouse
Windows/286
Word 5.0
Excel for Windows
hDC Windows utilities

$2,999

Only $47
per month*
O rd e r# : 61792 10

□
□

$3,899

Model 55SX:
80386 SX Processor (16MHz)
2MB Memory
1.44MB Diskette drive
60MB Hard disk
VGA Graphics
3 "MicroChannel" slots

12" Color display
DOS 4.0
IBM Mouse
Windows/386
Word 5.0
Excel for Windows
hDC Windows utilities

Only $60
per month*
O rd e r« :6 1 7 9 2 1 1

$4,999

Model 70:
80386 Processor (16MHz)
4MB Memory
1.44MB Diskette drive
60MB Hard disk
VGA Graphics
3 "MicroChannel" slots

12" Color display
DOS 4.0
IBM Mouse
Windows/386
Word 5.0
Excel for Windows
hDC Windows utilities

Only $77
per month*
O rd e r# : 6 1792 12

*Based on 12% vtr. rate announced by Nellie Mae in Jan. ’90. Sample payments are first year only, following year's payments higher. Sec bookstore for details.

New! Finance a PS/2!
•f

Ask the bookstore about the new IBM PS/2
Loan For Learning" finance program! It's great!

